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Details of Visit:

Author: Naughty But Nice
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 30 Jun 2016 11:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 55
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: GFE Massage Manchester
Website: http://www.gfemassagemanchester.co.uk
Phone: 01617640218

The Premises:

GFE is in a quiet slightly backstreet location away from the main Bury town centre.
Parking is limited in a small car park but it's safe and secure.
The place is very clean and the thing I really like is it's not quite as regimented as other
establishments in the region...its a bit more laid back. The receptionist, Sacha, is really friendly and
chatty. You're made to feel welcome!
This was my 3rd visit and I was totally suprised at the room, one I'd not been in before, it was huge!
A fab shower and a small sittee in the corner and a huge wall mirror! Fab!

The Lady:

Louise is tall (5'10 ish) and has a fabulous physique!
Long legs, a wonderful shapely bottom, a natural firm ample bust and quite simply the most
beautiful face. She has lovely long blond hair and her skin....feels like the smoothest silk!
She is genuinely mid 20's has a complete air of naughty innocence.
I would perhaps describe Louise as natural and unspoilt! Stunning!
She reminds me a little of the girl in school who was every boys fantasy but everyone realised she
was always going to end up with the lead singer in the school rock band!

The Story:

My last 2 visits to GFE (Cheryl and Cindy) have been unforgettable! This one was no exception!
I knew Cheryl was working on this day but had also seen that Louise was on the rota.
I had seen (the blurred) photos of Louise (on both the website and in reception) and she looked like
"just my type"!
During my last visit (Cindy) I had even asked Sacha (reception) about Louise and she thought I
would really like Louise too!
Really like??? Blown away more like!
When I arrived Cheryl was just about to start a 1 hour session with someone else and suddenly
Plan B came into action which would soon turn into Plan A!
When Louise appeared to introduce herself I could hardly speak! Wow! I booked a slot with her
there and then!
I had to wait a little but Louise took me to the (massive) room. I asked her if she would mind being
my naughty french maid for me and gave her the Ann Summers outfit I had brought along (I'm a
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sucker for a nice naughty uniform). Louise giggled a bit and said "I'm quite new to this and not really
done any "role playing"...but I'll try"!
I showered and nervously waited on the sittee for Louise to reappear.
She teetered into the room on her fantastic porn style skyscraper heels looking like something from
the "Wet Dreams Come True" series of porn films (google them). I could hardly believe what was
walking towards me.
Louise has a really air of innocence but as soon as I started to gently touch her she started to
respond very sexily.
I asked her "what turns you on" and she replied "Foreplay...lots of foreplay and lots of pleasuring"!
Her skin is silky smooth and her delightful curves are firm...I was in heaven.
We moved from sittee to bed to the mirror and back to the bed again. If Louise was quiet and
innocent to start off with she became incredibly sexy and naughty as the encounter developed.
Louise and I agreed I would not share everything that happened during our encounter but suffice to
say I think we both enjoyed the experience.
Treat Louise nicely...she's a very special and natural young lady!
I look forward to another Plan A very soon!
Maybe Naughty Nurse or Saucy Secretary Louise??
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